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1

OUR BUSINESS
ST1 Consulting is a Chartered Quantity Surveying practice that

3D Vision

specialises in providing Quantity Surveying support to construction
Clients, Contractors and legal practices across the UK.

Our dedicated, directly employed team of Quantity Surveyors
and construction experts, have experience traversing all
3 key project influencers from Contractors (Main & Sub), Clients
representatives (Project Managers, PQS’s & consultants) and the
ultimate Clients. This breadth of experience provides us with
a uniquely comprehensive, 3 dimensional perspective on the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with
any given project or it’s elemental features.

ST1 Consulting Ltd was founded
in 2008 by Andrew Silley and Phil
Tyler. Andrew is a law graduate and
qualified Quantity Surveyor. Andrew
enjoyed a stellar career with the
ISG group, which saw him progress
from assistant Quantity Surveyor
to commercial director for ISG’s
Retail and Leisure business. Phil is a
prominent member of both the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors and
the Chartered Institute of Building.
Phil has more than 20 years Quantity
Surveying experience having held
senior commercial management roles
with Mowlem, McAlpine and ISG, prior
to establishing the ST1 business.

Phil and Andrew have built a
formidable team of Quantity
Surveyors who collectively hold
a comprehensive knowledge of
market sectors, project types and
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construction contracts. This knowledge
has underpinned development of a
diverse and impressive portfolio of
commissions and customers including:
ISG Group, Selfridges, Serco,
Brookfield Multiplex, Sport England,
House Collection Hotels, Barclays
Bank, Primark, Uniqlo, Lloyds Bank and
Marks & Spencer.

A key dynamic of our teams
effectiveness is the diverse nature of
its members, from highly experienced
mature surveying practitioners to
graduate talent that ST1 has nurtured
through our in-house people
development programme. Regardless
of their background, the common
denominator across the whole ST1
team is a passion for construction
and a commitment to delivering
outstanding quality of service to our
Clients.

From our offices in Cambridge and
London, we provide our Clients with
an agile and highly responsive service,
both nationally and internationally.
We provide a personal bespoke
service, from feasibility study and
cost planning, through complete bid
management, construction phase
commercial management and dispute
resolution.

As an employer we are proud of
our high level of staff engagement
and our commitment to personal &
professional development, creating an
extremely effective, cohesive team.

When this clarity of understanding is applied to either pre
contract commercial planning, construction phase cost control
or post contract account resolution, it delivers a powerful mix
of technical/contractual expertise and intuitive, down to earth
problem solving that ensures a swift and successful end game
for you, our Client.

An offer tailored to you, not to suit us.
We aim to be flexible and agile in meeting your needs, rather
than the ‘one size fits all’ approach. We protect your interests at
every stage of our relationship, including making sure the extent
of our own services is wholly appropriate and cost efficient to
delivering the best value outcome.

ST1 Consulting is a RICS regulated
practice, that vigorously protects
the interests of our Clients without
compromising our core values of
honesty, integrity & fair treatment of
everyone we do business with.
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PRE-CONTRACT SERVICES

Bisham Abbey National Sports Centre

Pre-Tender Cost Planning • Bid Support • Total Bid Management

We offer a full range of work winning support services, from works scheduling, BoQ production and
enquiry management, through to managing the entire bid process.

‘ WHETHER THE CLIENT
REQUIRES A MATERIAL
SCHEDULE, FULL BILL OF
QUANTITIES, COST PLAN
OR COMPLETE PRICING
DOCUMENT, WE HAVE THE
IN-HOUSE EXPERTISE TO ADD
OUTSTANDING VALUE TO
THE BIDDING PROCESS.’
Phil Tyler,
Director/Founder ST1 Consulting Ltd.

We offer you 3
levels of support:

PRE-TENDER
Using the most basic information (e.g.
planning drawings and brief), our
construction cost experts will prepare
a detailed cost plan for your proposed
scheme. Our comprehensive
commercial report will provide
you with an essential guide to the
commercial attributes of your project
including cash flow forecasting, risk
profile and programme duration.

BID SUPPORT
SERVICES
ST1 offer a full range of services to
help you create winning bids with
the confidence of knowing that your
submission will be detailed, accurate,
deliverable and compliant. Our
services include preparation of Bills
of Quantities, first principle estimating,
Sub-Contractor and supplier tender
enquiry management.

TOTAL BID
MANAGEMENT
We can manage the entire bid
process from preparation of Bills of
Quantities, Estimating, production
of a professional set of tender
support documents, tender enquiry
management and procurement advice
right through to supporting you at
post tender interviews and providing
responses to Client queries.

The above matrix is indicative only, and we will amalgamate the service offers as appropriate to provide you with the most cost
effective service package.
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KEY BENEFITS

WORK WINNING EXPERIENCE
Key Benefits

RETAIL: Uniqlo Stores, Oxford St.

• Expert support when you need it, no
standing overhead, when you don’t.

ST1 worked closely with the Japanese Client, Uniqlo, to develop the Contract Documents & Cost Plans in a format
that was secure for the UK market. We produced detailed cost plans and budget forecasts for the Client’s two
stores in Oxford street which were to be fitted out simultaneously. ST1 produced a Key Value Engineering Targets
schedule for the Main Contractor (ISG retail) to achieve completion of the works within the Clients Budget. ST1’s
attention to commercial detail and meticulous cost planning was validated by delivery of both stores on time
and on budget, without compromising the quality of Uniqlo brand integrity.

• Improved visibility and forecasting of out
turn bid cost.

LEISURE: Serco, DC Leisure, Sport England

• A flexible service package tailored to your
requirements and budget.

Using only basic building footprint drawings, ST1 Build Cost Experts have been able to produce detailed cost
plans for more than 20 building configurations across 6 sites. Using our wealth of construction experience the ST1
cost plan spans the entire development works from demolition of existing buildings, substructure, superstructure,
M&E services, right through to finishes, fixtures and fittings. Providing this highly accurate and detailed cost
planning information puts the Client firmly in control of development cost management, allowing them to easily
identify cost ‘pinch points’ and adjust the building configuration accordingly. The incredible accuracy, reliability
and out turn cost certainty the ST1 cost plan provides is such that one leisure Client has now used it to provide
them with cost forecasts for more than 20 building configurations across 6 sites.

• Clear identification of opportunities and risk
and expert advice.
• Early and effective supply chain
engagement, providing valuable and
genuine value engineering.
• Improved tender submission quality.

Royal College of Art, Phase III

• Improved tender strike rate.

ST1 provided McLaren with a complete tender preparation service as part of their bid for this £8m project.
Our comprehensive service included: Detailed Bid Plan, Review and summary of salient items within the
Employers Requirements, Site survey BoQ compilation Full Sub-Contractor and supplier tender enquiry
management, Sub-Contractor tender analysis, Prelims build up, Preparation of Client tender presentation, Risk/
Opportunity Gap analysis, Schedule of considerations and qualifications. During the course of our cost analysis
we were able to identify some £300,000 of potential savings which McLaren applied in support of their bid
enabling them to submit the lowest bid to the Client.

• Specialist measurement and Bill of Quantities
development software.
• Pre -planning commercial feasibility advice.
• Ability to develop cost modelling from early
stage concept information.
• Access to a comprehensive library of
cost data.
6 PRE-CONTRACT SERVICES

The Cocktail lounge,
Jurys Inn Hotel, Kensington
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QUANTITY SURVEYING SERVICES

Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge

Commercial Management • Procurement • Works Measurement and Valuations
Our team of fully qualified and experienced Quantity Surveyors provide a complete pre and post
contract cost management service. Unlike hiring an individual surveyor all ST1 Clients benefit from
the collective skills and knowledge of our entire team.

We offer you 3
levels of support:

QS
LITE
Entry level post contract Quantity
Surveying support to your in house
commercial team in the areas you
specify, typically sub contract package
procurement, works measurement and
valuations.

WE HAVE A FANTASTIC RECORD AND REPUTATION FOR MANAGING
BEST OUTCOMES FOR OUR CLIENTS, FROM THE MOST
DEMANDING AND COMPLEX CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS.
Andrew Silley, Director/Founder ST1 Consulting Ltd.
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PROJECT
QS
ST1 provide a full project Quantity
Surveying service, including
commercial management of SubContractors, measurement and
valuations of the works, payment
applications, commercial risk analysis,
management and CVR reporting,
through to final account compilation
and negotiation.

TOTAL COMMERCIAL
MANAGEMENT
ST1 Quantity Surveying experts will
provide the complete commercial
management of your project
including ‘best value’ procurement
of Sub-Contractors and suppliers and
subsequent valuations and payments.
Client account management. Cash
flow management. Final account
compilation, negotiation, dispute
management and settlement.

The above matrix is indicative only, and we will amalgamate the service offers as appropriate to provide you with the most cost
effective service package.
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KEY BENEFITS

QUANTITY SURVEYING EXPERIENCE
ST1 Consulting is a young, dynamic business with an impressive portfolio of Quantity Surveying experience that belies our comparatively short trading history.

QS Lite

Project QS

TCM

Primark

4

4

4

ISG Retail/McClaren

Primark

4

4

4

£5m

ISG Retail

Selfridges

4

4

4

Uniqlo, 311 & 170 Oxford St

£8m

ISG Retail

Uniqlo

4

4

4

Barclays Bank UK & Europe
branch development
programme

£600m

Realys Ltd

Barclays Bank Plc

4

4

4

Jurys Inn Kensington

£13m

ISG Retail

Jurys Inns Hotels

4

4

4

Premier Inn Cambridge

£8m

Speymill

Whitbread Group

4

4

4

Rowley Arts Centre St Neots

£7m

Britannia Construction

Turnstone/Cineworld

4

4

4

• Broad experience of a variety of forms of
contract, construction types and market
sectors.

Poets House, Ely & Swynford
Paddocks Hotel, Newmarket

£7m

House Collection

House Collection

Djanogly Leisure Centre

£5.6m

ISG Construction

Nottingham City Council

4

4

4

• Expert project cost management, with
detailed reporting, cash flow forecasting
and commercial risk assessment.

Godalming Leisure Centre

£6m

ISG Construction

DC Leisure

4

4

4

Legoland

£11m

Speymill

Tausards

4

Bisham Abbey National
Sports Centre

£8m

ISG Construction

Serco & Sport England

4

4

4

Peterborough NHS
Foundation Trust

4

4

Cambridge University
Hospital

4

4

• A flexible service package tailored to your
requirements and budget.

Market Sector

Project Title

Project Value

ST1 Client

Ultimate Client

RETAIL & BANKING

Primark Manchester

£31m

ISG Retail

Primark - Ilford, Guildford,
Bexleyheath, Cambridge

£2m-£8m

Selfridges, Oxford St

• Expert support when you need it, no
standing overhead, when you don’t.
• We are an RICS Accredited firm offering
the highest levels of professionalism and
quality of service.
HOTELS & LEISURE

• All our Quantity Surveyors are fully
qualified and either RICS or CIOB
accredited.

• Every aspect of Quantity Surveying
covered from cost planning through to
final account preparation and Client facing
negotiation.

HEALTHCARE

Peterborough Hospital
£380m
Brookfield Multiplex
				
Elective Care Centre,
£75m
Alfred McAlpine
Addenbrookes			

4

• Optimise returns, minimise risk.
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Nokia Store, London
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Elite Training Facility,
Bisham Abbey National Sports Centre

SPECIALIST COMMERCIAL SERVICES
Contract Preparation • Analysis & Advice • Critical Commercial Intervention
We provide specialist expert legal advice including contractual risk assessment, dispute resolution
and claims management.

We offer you 3
levels of support:

SATELLITE
Providing a high level overview of the
project or elemental issue, including
a commercial risk assessment, best,
worst and likely case scenarios, plus
detailed recommendations and advice
to optimise the probability of a ‘best’
case scenario outcome.

‘I WOULD COMMEND THE DELIVERY TEAM AT
BISHAM FOR THEIR HARD WORK AND DEDICATION
TO ACHIEVE PRACTICAL COMPLETION

STRATEGIC
All the features of our Satellite
service plus ongoing strategic
advice and expert support to your
commercial team.

CAMPAIGN
Our project team will relieve you of
the whole management burden from
planning through to on site delivery
and final resolution.

The above matrix is indicative only, and we will amalgamate the service offers as appropriate to provide you with the most cost
effective service package.

Phil Jessop, Leisure Director ISG Plc.
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KEY BENEFITS

Virgin Active, Merton

SPECIALIST COMMERCIAL SERVICES EXPERIENCE
Forensic Commercial Review

• A flexible service package tailored to your
requirements and budget.
• Expert support when you need it, no
standing overhead, when you don’t.
• An affordable service providing you with
an informed insight into the strength of
your legal position.
• A thorough understanding of the agenda
and typical tactics applied by Main
Contractors, Sub-Contractors, Consultants
and Clients.
• Understand your commitments and
obligations BEFORE you sign that contract.
• Empower your business by understanding
and exercising your rights under your
existing contracts.
• ‘Expert witness’ to support your claim.
• Win more, risk less.
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Our Client, the funding body for a 19 unit residential development in Norfolk, commissioned our SATELLITE level service to ascertain
the progress on site made by their housing developer relative to the funds draw down requests received. We reviewed all the project
documentation, including the main contract terms and conditions and the programme, followed by a detailed site survey of work in
progress and re-measure of the completed works. Our investigations identified a discrepancy between the developers payment
applications and the completed site works in excess of £140,000, as well as highlighting that the project was some 13 weeks behind schedule.

Retail Bank Main Contract Review
A prominent London Main Contractor commissioned our SATELLITE service offer for the review of the main contract terms and conditions
of a potential contract for a new retail bank. Calling upon our in-house legal experts, we provided a comprehensive report, including a
commercial risk assessment together with mitigation advice and detailed recommendations for clause addendums.

Damage Limitation/Commercial Intervention
Our Client, a major construction company engaged us under our CAMPAIGN brief to develop and manage a commercial damage limitation
strategy for this £13m leisure park development. Having identified their exposure to a potential £500k loss making position, ST1 director &
claim specialist, Phil Tyler led our team which carried out a forensic review of the extension of time programme together with a full delay
analysis. The resulting data together with further systematic interrogation of the main contract terms and conditions were used to compile
a compelling Loss & Expense Claim which significantly improved our Client’s commercial position. Phil and his team completed their
assignment by preparing our Client’s final account, which included a detailed value review and validation of more than 100 variations.

Key Sub-Contractor Package Risk Management:
We were called in at short notice by the Main Contractor on a £380m PFI project. Applying our GROUNDFORCE service we assumed the
‘hands on’ project level commercial management of the extremely complex £18m superstructure subcontract. Our services included a
complete remeasure of the extensive ‘works to date’, a full analysis of more than 300 variations and a rate review. In order to mitigate our
Client’s considerable risk, we instigated a set off account against the Sub-Contractor. Finally, we managed the final account negotiations with
the Sub-Contractor, securing a better than ‘best forecast’ settlement of a £500k loss and expense account and averting potentially costly
litigation. Recognising the significant value added by our services, our Client trusted ST1 with the commercial stewardship of a number of
other subcontract packages on the project.

SPECIALIST COMMERCIAL SERVICES 15

CASE
STUDIES
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BARCLAYS
EUROPE

ST1 Consulting Limited have played a
central role in developing and delivering
Barclays Bank’s revised works programme
for its retail banking and corporate office
property portfolio.
The £450m property maintenance, improvement and
expansion programme will run for 3 years, covering
projects up to £2.5m.
ST1 founding director Andrew Silley led the commercial
management systems development for Barclays
operational delivery partner Realys Ltd, assuming the
role of commercial director on a part time basis.
Andrew’s challenging brief included extensive cost
modelling and detailed mapping of the existing
Barclays contractor procurement processes and
protocols which together with his own enhancements
form the operating guide for the new order.
Following an extensive trial and refinement process
for the new management regimes, Andrew was able
to hand the reigns over to the permanent Commercial
Director at Realys.
Andrew continues to provide strategic commercial
advice to the Realys team, as well as project level
commercial management resource via the wider ST1
professional team.
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Rothbury
Bellingham

LLOYDS
UK

104

Chopwell
Wigton
Keswick

Tynemouth

CLIENT: LLOYDS TSB
LOCATION: THROUGHOUT UK
Grange Over Sands

CONTRACT VALUE:
CIRCA £50,000 PER UNIT (TOTAL £5M)

Cockermouth
Kirkham
Warton

Lytham

Settle

Manchester
Universty

Upton Wirral
Holyhead

Detailed nationwide survey of 104 branches,
including measurements, sketches and full
photographic records.

Flint

Caernarfon

Ripley
Market Weighton
Hull University

Mill Hill

Todmorden
Newton Heath

ST1 CONSULTING ACTIVITIES

Cleckheaton
Brighouse

Wickersley
Broomhill

Glossop
Bakewell

Spilsby

Biddulph
Clay Cross
Matlock
Sutton in Ashfield
Quinton
Sedgeley

Production of scope of works for building
works and branch branding.
Measured surveys of branches, production of
layout plans and scope of works, designing,
branding and procuring all elements.

BRANCHES
REFURBISHED

Leadenhall Street
Catterick

Pype Hayes
Penkridge
Sparkhill
Coventry
Cleobury Mortimer

Aylsham
Leicester
Blaby

Bidford-on-Avon

Potton

Leagrave
Luton
Barnards Green
Wendover
Harpenden
Chipping Campden

Fishguard
Brynmawr

Full measurement and pricing of each branch.
Management of all commercial aspects
of works including procurement, supply,
managing variations, agreeing final accounts
and claims management.

Swaffham

South Molton
Illminster

Soham
Bungay

Tye Green

Cockfosters
Watford
Edmonton
Burnt Oak
Gerrards Cross
Leigh-on-Sea
Horfield
Malmesbury
Willesden Green
Corringham
Berkley Square
Brisliington
Notting Hill Gate
Elephant and Castle
Tankerton
Richmond
Crystal
Tidworth
Gillingham
Palace
Wingham
West Byfleet
Glastonbury
New Ash Green
Tooting
Fordingbridge
Billingshurst
Wadhurst
Blandford
Denmead
Burford
Fairford

Rickmansworth

Eastbourne

90
DAYS

Totnes
Redruth
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RETAIL
Nike Town, Oxford St. London W1.

TRIED & TESTED

ST1 has provided a complete range of construction
management services to some the most prestigious
high street brands at their most exclusive West End
locations and with around 80% repeat business, clearly
they consider our service to be as good as their own.
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RETAIL

CASE STUDY

SELFRIDGES
CLIENT
SELFRIDGES & CO.
LOCATION
OXFORD STREET LONDON
CONTRACT VALUE
£4.85 MILLION

CONTRACT DESCRIPTION
The strip out of a section of the second
floor and fit out to create the world’s
largest women’s shoe department,
incorporating designer boutiques over
an area of 35000 sqft.

ST1 CONSULTING ACTIVITIES
Project management, commercial
management and Quantity Surveying,
representing ISG the Main Contractor.

Management and delivery of all
operation and commercial aspects
of works including procurement,
supply, managing variations, agreeing
final accounts, internal cost value
reconciliations and monthly budgets.
Over £1 million of variations were
added to the scheme which was still
within programme and completed in
time for London Fashion Week 2010.
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RETAIL

CASE STUDY

PRIMARK
STORES
LOCATION
MANCHESTER
CONTRACT VALUE
£31M OVER 65 WEEKS

CONTRACT DESCRIPTION
Refurbishment of the Historical
Lewis’s Department Store in Central
Manchester for Primark; Works carried
out included three floors of retail space
totalling 150,100 square foot (the largest
of the 257 worldwide Primark Stores)
together with work to the other 6 floors
and fabric envelope of the building
whilst keeping Primark trading within.

PROJECT DETAIL
Commission for the Commercial
Management of the project from
inception to completion including
Procurement, Supply Chain Account
Management, CVR/Budget Production,
Financial Reporting, Value and Account
Management including complex
Variation works and liaison with the
Client Representative.

ST1 CONSULTING ACTIVITIES

ST1 PROVIDED AN
OUTSTANDING LEVEL
OF PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE ON WHAT
WAS A CHALLENGING
PROJECT FOR ISG
Julien Talbot,
Divisional Commercial Director,
ISG Retail Limited
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The Commercial Management and
Surveying of the refurbishment
of Primark Manchester store was
completed by ST1 in the summer of
2013 for ISG Retail Limited. ISG Retail
have been a long-standing Client of
ST1, having commercially delivered for
them a variety of high profile projects
across the UK. The Primark Manchester
project was awarded following the
successful completion and commercial
management by ST1 of Primark stores
in Cambridge, Guildford, Ilford and
Bexleyheath.

The project was carried out over 9
phases to keep the existing Primark
store live, keeping impact on all
stakeholders to a minimum and
giving customers the illusion that
no construction works were taking
place. This meant planning the works
for noisy operations to take place
out of trading hours and temporarily
partitioning off the works with a
permanent fully merchandised
hoarding.

Consideration had to be given to
other factors including the ambient
temperature of the store, security
arrangements and maintaining live
services. Access difficulties to the
building due to the city centre location
and tramlines surrounding two sides
of the building had to be carefully
co-ordinated and managed logistically.

The works included structural repairs
to soffits on all floors and the creation
of 15 lifts and 12 escalators to new
locations within the store, whilst
introducing over 600 tonnes of
steelwork. Façade works included
new shop fronts throughout, stone
renovation and cleaning, refurbishment
of 700 windows and a full new roof
covering following the demolition of
buildings on the roof. New services
were installed throughout including
mechanical, sprinkler and electrical
services together with the introduction
of new incoming provisions. Sales
areas were completely refurbished
with new concept designs and back
of house areas converted to staff and
stock areas.

The site based and visiting ST1 team
was responsible for creating and
managing the financial budgets for
ISG Retail and the procurement of all
trade packages, taking into account
the factors noted above. The team also
managed these supply chain partners
throughout the life of the project
including the management, agreement
and instruction of significant amounts
of Client instructed change. Support
was given to the Client in respect of
new concept design cost planning and
value engineering.

ST1 were responsible for the
management and agreement of
the main account, which included
approximately £5m of variations. Due
to the level of change and the budget
constraints ST1 managed a formal
value and programme engineering
process, which included organising
workshops with all stakeholders
including key suppliers to review
build ability, drive down costs and find
programme efficiencies. Various work
phases were moved to give Primark
greater trading areas in the run up to
Christmas 2012. Despite the level of
project change and the introduction
of new concept designs the project
was handed over to Primark in line
with their budget and programme
expectations and requirements.
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LEISURE
LEGOLAND WINDSOR

ST1 provided Quantity Surveying and commercial
management support to the Main Contractor, for the
£11 million development of this magical theme park
resort, which included a 150 bedroom hotel, bar/
restaurant, swimming pool and conference centre.
Our well structured procurement and Sub-Contractor
management, made a challenging project ‘childs play’!
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LEISURE

CASE STUDY

BISHAM
ABBEY
NATIONAL
SPORTS
CENTRE

CONTRACT DESCRIPTION

ST1 CONSULTING ACTIVITIES

PROJECT FACTS

Construction of New 50 Bedroom
Accommodation Block for Elite
Athletes, Restaurant, Café, Kitchens,
Dance Studio and reconfiguration of
existing Gym Facilities. Formation of
3G all-weather pitch, replica Wembley
Desso football pitch and Natural Grass
Pitch together with associated Sports
Changing Pavilion. All works carried
out on an Ancient Monument Site,
Bisham Abbey that was once home to
Henry VIII and Elizabeth I. As such the
construction works were subject to full
Archaeological watching brief during
excavation and groundworks.

Full Bid & BQ Preparation, Commercial
Management and Quantity Surveying
duties for the project including close
liaison with Client team to deliver
project within Sport England project
budget constraints.

Elite Athletes training site, Wembley
replica football pitch constructed as
part of the contract “A world class
playing surface representing a precise
replica of the Wembley pitch - in
terms of both dimensions and playing
surface. The pitch is recommended by
FIFA and used by the top European
football clubs including Liverpool,
Manchester City, Internazionale and AC
Milan”, site of Archaeological interest,
the site is located in Marlow next to the
Thames and was subject to the some
of the worst flooding in recent times
leading to a complete closure of the
site during construction.

CLIENT
SERCO &
SPORT ENGLAND
LOCATION
BERKSHIRE
CONTRACT VALUE
£7.7 MILLION
OVER 52 WEEKS
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I WOULD COMMEND
THE DELIVERY TEAM
AT BISHAM FOR THEIR
HARD WORK AND
DEDICATION...
Phil Jessop
Leisure Director,
Construction, ISG
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LEISURE

CASE STUDY

CINEWORLD
ROWLEY ARTS
CENTRE, ST NEOTS
CLIENT
BRITANNIA CONSTRUCTION
LOCATION
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CONTRACT VALUE
£7M

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
New build mixed use development
comprising of a six screen cinema, 4
restaurant units, and 3 residential flats
including public pedestrian areas, car
parks and landscaping. Works carried
out in the centre of a town on a site
which is bordered on three sides by
residential properties.

ST1 CONSULTING BRIEF
We were commissioned by the Main
Contractor to provide Commercial
Management of the Project 12 weeks
into the 52 week contract which was
later extended to 78 weeks due to
site layout issues which resulted in the
requirement for the cinema building to
be relocated.

ST1 CONSULTING ACTIVITIES
ST1 activities included Procurement,
Supply Chain Account Management,
CVR/Budget Production, Financial
Reporting, Main Contract Account
Management, Value Recovery and
liaison with the Client Representative.

Maintaining control of cost and limiting
risk on this complex site was made all
the more challenging due to the site
layout issue, that led to the cinema
building being partially erected in a
position not in accordance with the
planning permission.
In order to bring the development
back in line with the planning
permission the cinema was dismantled
and relocated to the approved
position on the site.
ST1 negotiated the relocation works
with both the existing supply chain
and new Sub-Contractors, ensuring
works were procured and instructed
in order to ensure the strict deadlines
for relocating the works were met.
These works included the procurement
of specialist trades and managing the
design coordination process to ensure
seamless interaction between all of the
parties involved in effecting the works.
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The site was also of historical
significance and a archaeological
excavation took place on the site,
which discovered items from a variety
of periods including, prehistoric
Mesolithic, Early Neolithic, Iron Age,
Roman and Early Middle Saxon.
This project was not a standard mixed
use development. Care had to be
taken to ensure all works included
within the tenants specifications
and Agreements to Lease were
incorporated into the scope of
the works. In addition to this, there
was a contribution to the funding
of the site by a local businessman
and philanthropist to ensure the
development was also utilised as a
centre for the arts.
Surmounting the various challenges of
the project, ST1 was able to provide
our Client (the Main Contractor)
with the best possible commercial
position in terms of the contract works
themselves as well as a robust claim
for additional costs in respect of the
extensive variation works.
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PUBLIC SECTOR
DJANOGLY COMMUNITY LEISURE CENTRE
NOTTINGHAM

ST1 handled the £5.6 million construction and fit out of this
community leisure centre for Nottingham City Council.
ST1 delivered: two-stage negotation of work packages and
complete BQ production. Value engineering workshops were
held with Client and design team to work within budget constraints.
Post Contract Quantity Surveying and Commercial Management
consisted of: procurement, internal cost value reconcilliations and
budgets, external valuation and variation management.
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PUBLIC SECTOR HEALTHCARE

CASE STUDY

PETERBOROUGH
CITY HOSPITAL
CLIENT
PETERBOROUGH NHS
FOUNDATION TRUST
LOCATION
CAMBRIDGESHIRE

CONTRACT DESCRIPTION
PFI Contract to construct new hospital,
Integrated Care Centre and Mental
Health Unit.

ST1 CONSULTING ACTIVITIES

CONTRACT VALUE
£380 MILLION

BQ Preparation Substructures,
Drainage, External Works, Ceilings,
Partitions, Internal Finishes.

Equipment Scheduling Production of
quantified equipment schedule for all
type 1, 2 and 3 equipment.

KEY POINTS
• £380m PFI contract
• We were asked to manage out the
completion of an £18m subcontract
account.
• Over 300 variations in the account
• £500k Loss & Expense Claim close
out (see Prelim delay analysis
attached)
• Steelwork Remeasurement
• Variation Analysis and Rate Review
• Preparation of Set Off Account

PETERBOROUGH
CITY HOSPITAL
DEVELOPMENT, IS
NOW REGARDED
AS THE CITY’S
MOST SIGNIFICANT
BUILDING PROJECT
SINCE ITS CATHEDRAL
WAS BUILT IN 1238
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Subcontract Package & Final
Account Management including
re-measurement of work packages,
valuation of contract variations,
claims management of Steelwork,
Substructure and Concrete Frame (ICC
& MHU only), Cladding and Roofing,
Partitions, Ceilings, Joinery, Fire
Protection and Equipment.

• We also carried out BQ prep for
works packages , commercially
managed other trade packages,
prepared HTM Equipment Schedules
and closed out numerous other final
accounts.
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BRAND EXPERIENCE
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GET IN TOUCH
To find out more about ST1, our services and how we can benefit your
business, call or email us and we will be delighted to discuss your
requirements and develop a service offer tailored to you.

HEAD
OFFICE
3D Prospect Point
St Thomas Place
Ely
Cambridgeshire
CB7 4EX

Andrew Silley
Andrew.Silley@st1consulting.com
07515 287 152

Tel: 01353 669 394
Phil Tyler
Phil.Tyler@st1consulting.com
07515 287 154

LONDON
OFFICE
80 Coleman Street
London
EC2R 5BJ
Tel: 0207 104 2299

www.st1consulting.com
40

enquiries@st1consulting.com

